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IN RELIEF FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES 

Pursuant to the decisions taken by the Executive Board at its 

second session,1 the Director-General presents his report on assistance 

to the United Nations for relief to Palestine refugees
# 

1 Relations with the United Nations 

1.1 The decision of the Executive Board on this matter was conmuni-

cated to the Secretary-General by cable and letter, on 30 October 1948, 

the day the resolution was adopted. 

1.2 On 22 November the General Assembly adopted a resolution on 
2 

Assistance to Palestine Refugees which contained the following 

"The General Assembly 

"Requests the Secretary-General to take all necessary steps 
to extend aid to Palestine refugees and to establish such 
administrative organization as may be required for this purpose, 
inviting the assistance of the appropriate agencies of the 
several Governments^ the specialized agencies of the United 
Nations� the United Mations International Childrens Emergency 
Fund, the International Committee of the Red Cross, the League 
of Red Cross Societies and other voluntary agencies" 

"Requests the Secretary-General to appoint a Director of United 
Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees, to whom he may delegate 
such responsibility as he may consider appropriate for the over-
all planning and implementation of the relief programme；” 

The Assembly also agreed to the convoking》 at the discretion of 

the Secretary-»General of an ad hoc advisory committee nominated by 

the President of the General Assembly; and urged "WHO and other 

specialized agencies^ UNICEF and other appropriate organizations, 

"acting within the framework of the relief programme, promptly to 

contribute supplies^ spécialisai personnel and other services
 и 

. .• . . . * 
1.3 In the above-mentioned resolution, the Assembly approved the 

clauses: 
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expenditure of 恭29,5P0，000 (plus 恭500,000 for administrative costs) 

to provide relief for 500,000 refugees for the nine months from 1 December 
. . . . ...-

1948 to 31 August 1949. It established for this purpose a Special Fund, ‘ 

to which Governments were urged to make contributions in kind or in 

Funds； and authorized an advance of $5,000,000 from the Working Capital , 

Fund of the United Nations for immediate operations. 

1»4 In pursuance of these decisions, the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations undertook negotiations with voluntary relief agencies concerning 

their participation in field operations in Palestine. Upon receiving a 

report on this subject from the WHO observer at the General Assembly^ 

the Director-General wrote to the Secretary-General of the United Nations 

the foilowingí 

"With reference to the problem of the Palostine Refugees> I would 
once again draw your attention to the position of the World Health 
Organization in this matteг• This is very concisely set.out in the 
resolution adopted by the Executive Board during the course of its 
second, seësiori held from 25 October to 11 November, 1 9 4 8 . • 

H

From thi苕 you will see that the World Health Organization is ready 
and willing to undertake'responsibilities in connexion with the 
health of these refugees. To be more specific, I may tell you that I 
am in a position to appoint a Health Officer, to be in charge of 
all the health aspects of this problem^ and an efficient assistants 
Expenses beyond this would require to be borne from the Funds 
allocated by the Assembly. 

"工 would draw your attention to the advisability, when planning, of 
consulting this Organization at the earliest possible, moment, so that 
there shall be no misunderstanding of responsibilities and no undue 
divergences of technical opinion/. A direct approach to the World 
Health Organization by the International Red Cross for assistance, 
since the WHO has no available funds for this purpose, and since 
the International Red Cross Organizations are international non-
governmental organizations which have recently•been brought into 
relations with the World Health Organization, could be embarrassing.

w 

1.5 In reply, the Secretary-General wrote, on 7 December 1948, as 

follows : 

,
 fî

I am most grateful for your letter of 3 December. The resolution 
adopted by the Executive Board of the World Health Organization at 
its second session was welcomed by my colleagues and myself when 
we were assisting the General Assembly in the preparation of its 
plans for Palestine Refugee Relief. We now hope in the very near 
future to discuss with you appropriate arrangements' under which we 
may benefit from the co-operation which the.World Health Organization 
has so generously offered. The newly-appointed Director of United 
Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees., Mr. Stanton Griff is, looks 
forwa'rd to conferring with you for this purpose when he proceeds to 

• • Geneva at the end of this week. 
• « . . . 

W i t h reference to the last paragraph of your letter, the direct 
approaches for assistance to the World Health Organization will 
certainly be raade by me or by the Director on my behalf, in 
accordance with the General Assembly's resolution. 

"I do waixt to make it clear, however,\ tíí0t under, the United Nations
 r 

Relief Programme,the International Red Cross Committee,the League 
of Red Gross Societies and the American Friends Service Committee 



have been given complete responsibility for operations in the field. 
Apart therefore, from any requests for assistance to the Director 
himself, my approaches to you and to other specialized agencies 
with a view to obtaining your participation in the planning of 
operations, and thereafter your advice and belp^ would be made in 
consultation with and on behalf of those organizations.

 ,f 

1.6 The United Nations Director of RPR is to be.responsible for the 

procurement and shipping of the supplies which will be obtained from 

the contributions of governments and from other sources. The provisions 
• . . . _ • 

concerning co-operation with other agencies 'may be summarized, as follows: 
. . . . . . . . , • ’ . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The Intemationâl Committee of the Red Cross and the League of 
Red Cross Societies‘aro recognized ад th# sole responsible operat-
ing and distributing agencies of the United TIations refugee relief 

- programme•； offers of assistance from other voluntary agencies are 
to be referred to the international Red Cross orgapizatioás, which 
may accept or reject such offers. 

1.6.2 Participation of the specialized agencies in the United Nations 

relief programme is to be'subject to the general rule stated .in para-

graph 1.6»1 above. Their participation is to be sought as may appear 

appropriate and benificlal; however， it is understood that this parti-

cipation "will be under the direction and control of the International 

Committee of the Red Gross and the ..League of Red Cross Societies, throi^i 

whom (the specialized agencies) will submit such operational or-finan-

cial reports as are required and agreed between the Director of United 

Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees and the League and International 

Comiiiittee of the Red Cross". 

.... � . 
1.6.3 The three voluntary agencies mentioned in the Secretary-General

!

s 
•. ._••... ••.‘ ‘. 

letter which is quoted above, will operate as equal and'autonomous 

partners having full responsibility in their respective .fields as 

follows s , 

；̂  . . ..... • ..... . . . 、 
International Red Cross Committee t to -conduct relief operations in 

the northern and central areas of Palestine. 

League of Red Cross Societies? to support and assist the national 

Red Cross Societies of the Arab countries concerned .. 

、 * ' - . . - -. : • -

American Friends Service Committee ？ to conduct relief operations 

in the southern Palestine area. 
•• ». 

1.7 It is clear from the above that the decision of the Secretary-

General regarding relief to Palestine refugees was made without consul-

ting WHO on the health aspects of this problem. It is to be noted that 

there was complete understanding between the Director of Relief of the 



United Nations Mediator's Office and the Director-General concerning 

the importance of the health aspects, and that the Director-General 

took all measures which he considered warranted, in.accordance with 

Articles I and IV of the Ш0ШО Agreement,. to call to the attention 

the Se ere t ary~Gener al the position o f
;
M O on this subject. 

1.8 The General Assembly, on 11 December 194в, created a Conciliation 

Commission to replace the Office of the Mediator in Palestine, and 

elected France, Turkey' and the United States of America to appoint 

members to' the new Commission. The principal functions of the 

Commission are to negotiate a settlement in Palestine, supervise the 

United Nations Administration in Jerusalem and propose a statute for a ‘ 

permanent international.régime for the region of Jerusalem. The 

Commission was instructed, inter alia , to "facilitate the repatria-

tion, reestablishment and economic rehabilitation of the refugees .... 

and to maintain liaison with the United Nations Director of Relief for 

Palestine Refugees and through him with the appropriate United Nations 

bodies and specialized agencie s.“ 

1.9 After consultation between the Directors and other responsible 

officers of UNRPE and WHO, the Director of UNRPR addressed to the 

Director-General the following letter, dated 17 December 1948： 

*Palestine Refugee Relief" 

"Further te our enversation on this subject, I have to inform you 
that X wish to obtain the services of a senier public health expert 
with particular knowledge of conditions in Palestine to advise me 
on the health aspects of Palestine Refugee Relief. 

"The name of your Dr. Cottrell has been mentioned to me in this 
context, and I am therefore formally requesting you to make his 
services available to me. 

я

工t is understood that the United Nations would be responsible for 
his per diem, his travelling expenses and any special insurance 
necessary, uohile the World Health Organization would be responsible 
for his salary and other allowances. 

"工 look forward with confidence to fruitful collaboration in this 
matter." 

1.10 In reply, the Director-General wrote to the Director of UNRPR 

on 5 January 1949 as follows： 
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^Palestine Refugee Relief:- 1H0 and health problems 

"With reference to your letter of 17 December 1948 on this subject 
and your conversation with Dr. N.M. Goodman on 22 December 1948, 

.1 have to inform you that I hav§ received letters from the League 
of Red Cross Societies, the Comité International de la Croix-
Rouge and the. American Friends Service Committee asking that a 
representative of WH0.be appointed to co-ordinate plans for dealing 
with the Public .Health and Hygiene aspects of the Refugee Relief 
Programme and to advise their Field Staff in these, matters. 

"I therefore ш-opose to appoint Dr. J.D. Cottrell as the 
Representative of 1H0 for the purpose and suggest that he make 
his headquarters in Beirut. 

"As stated in your letter, the World Health Organization will be 
responsible for his salary and other allowances whilst it is 
understood the United Nations will be responsible for his per 
diem, his travelling expenses and any special insurance necessary. 
工 trust that United. Nations will also make available the necessary 

、 ¿ffice accommodation, staff and transport. Dr. Cottrell m i l be 
leaving for Cairo about Sth January, after a brief visit.to Paris 
to confer m t h UNICEF, and hopes to make early contact• with you 
and your Field Representatives.

rt

 、 . 

2
 v

 Relations with Non-Governmental Organizations iwhich have operating 
responsibilities under UNRPR. 

• . • ‘ . . . . . . . . . * 

As a result of consultations with the responsible officers of the 

relevant voluntary relief t»rganizations, formal requests for technical 

assistance, by ïiHO have been received, as summarized below： 

. . •• •• 

League of Rod Cross Societies 

Requests "the World Health Organization to designate a representa-
tive to work in collaboration with the League Commissioner and his 
Medical Assistants" in their Area, suggesting： 

(1) The representative would be "available for consultation by 
the League Commissioner and/or his Medical Assistants" 

(2) The representative "would not be subordinate to the League 
Commissioner nor would he be called upon to Direct any part 
of the medical relief." 

(3) That the representative "advise on the manner in irtùch short--
term medical relief programmes could be directed, towards the 
permanent improvement of public health in the countries in 
question.

я 

(4) That, subject to the approval of the. other Organizations, 
"your representative might serve to co-ordinate the Public 
Health and Preventive Medicine Progranime (in all Areas) 
in accordance with plans mutually agreed upon.5 



American Eriends Service Committee 

Requests "the Jïorld Health Organization to make available the 
services of a Public Health Officer to advise the Field Director 
and his PMO on Public Health and Preventive Medicine aspects.," 

Subject to the approval of the other organizations, "This Officer 
would be empowered to plan and co-ordinate solutions to the public 
health problems that will undoubtedly arise in (all) the Areas,

и 

"In so far as AFSC is concerned these plans will be wofked out by 
mutual agreement between this officer and the Field Director of the 
AFSC Operation.

й 

"He would not interfere in the Medical Relief Prograjnme' of the AFSC 
.…although the AFSC hopes . • … i t may call on this officer for 
advice in this regard if the Field Director so desires. 

International Committee of the Red Cross 

States, "the Committee� whilst desirous to maintain the 'autonomy of 
its action .…sh o u l d feel much obliged if your Organization could 
appoint á Liaison Officer to the CMO of the Commissariat with a 
view to co-ordinate the medical activity of the three organizations 

and especially to deal with Public Health and epidemic-. 
preventive aspects of the Palest j

 :
ie Rei\ig&e Relief Operation," 

“ . , . 、 • • . . . 

The League and the AFSC also state that the expenses of the W.IO 
representative are not to be a charge against their respective 
Budgets as approved by the Director UMRPR。 

j 
3 Relations with UNICEF in respect to Palestine Relief 

.- " • ‘ 

3。1 On 17 August 1948^ the Executive Board of UNICEF' approved an alloca-
• .' 

tion of |411,000 for a. two-months' programme of emergency relief to the 

relevant groups of Palestine refugees, to be administered through the 

Office of the UN Mediator in Palestine. This sum was used to provide 

food, tents and blankets. 

3«2 On 24 September, the Central Committee of UMRA. approved the transfer 

to UNICEF of
 ;

679,500 from its residual funds� and recoiranended strongly 

that at least half this sum be used for the development of a relief 

programme for Arab and Jewish refugees eligible for UNICEF aid, 

3.3 On Z9 October, the Executive Board of UNICEF allocated for relief to 

Palestine refugees 餐ООО,000 from the UNRRA. funds, and approved a pre-

liminary plan for the expenditure of the first f 2，000^,000, of which 

$150,000 was earmarked for medical supplies^ including DDT. 1д a report 

to the Director-General on this matter, the Ш0 Liaison Officer to UNICEF 

indicated the probability that "more funds could be made available for 

medical work among refugees provided there is a programme,
!l 



3.4 UNICEF has entered into agreements with the three opeiating 

agencies similar to those concluded by the United Nations. These 

agreements state that the voluntary agency has assumed operational 

responsibility in the relevant area, that UNICEF and the voluntary . 

agency wish to co-operate as fully as possible and specify that UNICEF 

will look to the voluntary agency for the organization of distribution 
.V 

in feeding centres or otherwise. In addition, UNICEF Assumes responsi-

bility for assuring that the distribution of its supplies..., shall Ъе 

in accordance with the policies and principles of the Fiind. 
„ 一 •"..�: • • 

3.5 On 30 December 1948, the Director-General informed the Executive 

Secretary of U N I Œ F of the position of .WHO in connexion with the Palestine 

refugee problem, and made the following suggestions: 

"As you are aware, the Executive Board in offering help anticipated 
that funds would be available from United %tionsi this has not 
proved possible, at least under the present arrangements. We are 
preparedj if you agree, to assign, as an emergency, a limited 
amount from the one million dollars from UNRRA for Dr. Cottrell to 
expend in such obviously needed projects as maláüía-'Bóntrol of the 
camps in the Jordan Valley, for which planning must start 
immediately. But these funds will probably not be sufficient, and 
I would also ask whether UNICEF can (a) make available to Ш0 some 
oí the medical supplies needed by Dr. Cottrell for general public 
health and epidemic control purposes out of the first allocation 
oí 1̂50,ООО made by the Executive Board of UNICEF for medical 
supplies, and (b) at a later stage, when the cost of essential 
programmes is more nearly ascertainable, to make another allotment 
from the remaining $3,400,000, some of #iich Dr. Borcic has stated 
might be available for medical work provided there is a programme." 

M

Iould you be good enough to cable your consent to an immediate 
allocation from the UNRRA million for emergency health operations in 
Palestine and to let rae have your views on the other questions 
raised at your early convenience,

n 

On 6 January 1949, the following reply was received by cable from the 

Executive Director of UNICEF: 

" ï ï e  a n d Paris agree in principle project your airmail letter 
thirtieth regarding Palestine. Request Cottrell airmail New York 
and Paris lists medical supplies proposed your paragraph (a).“ 

Following consultations between the 1H0 Medical Officer for 

Palestine, the Ш0 Liaison Officer to UNICEF and the responsible 

officials of the Funds the Director of the UNICEF European Headquarters 

wrote to the Chief of Mission of the Fund in the Middle East, the 

following letter, which is dated 4 January,1949：. 



"This is to .introduce Dr, J
C
D

0
 Cottrell, who is coming to Palestiüe 

as a 1H0 co-ordinator for Public Health and Epidemic Prevention. 
His mission is the result of an agreement between the ШО/ the 
Director of UNRPR and the bhree voluntary agencies working in 
Palestine. Under these agreements it is somewhat unclear as yet 
às to the extent to #iich WHO will participate in actual field work, 
but we hope that agreements satisfactory to ,Щ0 .can be. worked, out 
in the Middle East. 

‘ - - . 

"In accordance wj.th the present, agreement
5
 Dr. Cottrell will be 

serving as a co-ordinator and adviser in all ths medical project 
alh6ftg the refugees. As you already know) some of thé UNIGEF funds 
have.been set aside for medical projects^ and we. think that these 
funds can be used for projects as Dr, Cottrell would propose. We 
suggest that you also consider Dr. Cottrell as your medical adviser, 
and we also suggest that he should be advising on formulation' and 
programming of medical projects, 

"We hope that you can co-operate clssely with Dr» Cottrell, and 
any other help you can extend to him wi].l -be highly appreciated.

 M 

4 Relations with FÂÛ . 

• • 

On 4 November 1948^ the Director-General received the.following 

cable from the Director-General of the FAO: ‘ 
> ‘ 

"Understand WHO Executive Board approved despatch of expert to 
Middle East for inspeption of health situation Palestine refugees 
and instructed you provide,emergency aid refugees if requested by 

• UN. Presume you aware agricultural and nutritional survey under-
taken last September by, two FAO staff members of whom nutritionist 
still in Cairo, Their report presented to UN Paris early September. 
Gladly offer you all required co-operation we can supply.^ 

This offer was acknowledged by the Director-‘General through the 

FAO Liaison Officer in Geneva, Because no request for emergency aid was 

received from the United Nations, it has not been necessary to call upon 

FAO for the co-operation offered in this cable, However^ as the relief 

operations in Palestine develop, the Director-General will give considera-

tion to the possibility of co-operating with FAO in nutrition and/or 

malaria control prograrames„ 

5 Further Developments 

A report on subsequent developments will be presented to the 

Board at its third session
c 
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Page 1 para.1.2 For "22 November" read "19 November". 

Page 4, line 13 onwards, the quotation should read :-

"to facilitate the repatriation, resettlement and economic 

and social rehabilitation of the refugees..…and to 

maintain close relations with the Director of the United 

Nations Relief for Palestine Reiugees and, through him, 

with the appropriate organs, bodies and specialized 

agencies of the United Nations." 
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Pursuant to the decisions taken by the Executive Board at its second 

session,
1

the Mrector-General presents his report ш assistance to the 

United Nations for relief to Palestine refugees. 

1 Rôlâtims with the United Nations 

1 . 1 The decision of the Executive Board on this matter was córmimicáted to 
‘ * « . . • • . . . 

the Secretary-General by cable and letter, on 30 October 1948, the <3ay the 

resolution was adopted. 
1.2 On 19 November the General Assembly adopted a resolution, on- Assistance 

to Palestine Refugees
2

 "s^ich contained the following clauses: 
-•• • • ' • , * . • . . • 

"Thê GêftêraX Asseiibly . 
. . . . 

"Requests the Secretary-General to take all necessary steps to extend 
aid to Palestine refugees and to establish such administrative organi-
zation as may be required for this purpose^ inviting the assistance of 
the appropriate agencies of the several Governments, the specialized 
agencies of the ttiited Nations, the United Nations International 
Children

1

 s Emergency Fund� the International Committee of the Red 
Cross, the League of Red Cross Societies and other voluntary agencies" 

•
 :

 . • . ,---
"Requests the Secretary-General to appoint a Director of United Nations 
Relief for Palestine. Refugees, to whom he may delegate such responsi-
bility as he may consider appropriate for the overall planning and 
inplementation of the relief programme；" • -

The Assenbly also agreed to the convoking, at the discretion of the 

Secretary-General of an ad hoc advisory committee nominated by the President • • ""
 1

 •
 1

 • •• • 

of the General Assenbly. The resolution urged WHO and other specialized 
• ¿ . . . . • • 

agencies, UNICEF and other appropriate organizations, "acting within the 

framework of the relief progra- те herein established, promptly to contribute 

supplies, specialized personne,, and other services " 
. ,'• ‘ ‘ . • 

1.3 In the above-mentioned resolution, the Assembly approved the expendi-

ture of 129,500,000 (plus |2,5р0,000 for administrative costs) to provide 

relief for 500,000 refugees for the nine .months from 1 December 1948. to 

31 Auguot 1949, It established for this purpose a Special Fund,' to which 

Governments were urged to make contributions in kind or in Funds； and autho-

ri-zed an advance of 15,000,000 from the Working Capital Fund of. the United " 

Nations for immediate operatdons, 
, _ у _ • „ , . Г-
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1,4 In the course of considering this resolution, the Third Committee took 

cogrtizáñéé of the Secretary-General's plan, submitted to the sub-coikittee, to' 

turn over:the conplete operating responsibility to voluntary agencies (see 
A n n e x :

 document A/C.3/337 Assistance to Refugees: Report of the second sub-

committee of the Third Committee). In pursuance of these decisions, the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations finalized negotiations with voluntary 

relief agencies concerning their participation in field operations in Palestine. 

Upon receiving a report on this subject from the WHO observer at the General 

Assembly, the Director-General wrote to the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations the following : 
• • • ' . • • • 

"Wi，h reference to the problem of the Palestine Refugees, I would once 
again draw your attention to the position of the World Health Organization 
Í

n
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 this purpose/ and since the International Red Cross 
Organizations are' international‘ non-governmental organizations which 
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1.6 The United Nations Director of RPR is to ba responsible for the pro-

curement and shipping of the supplies which will bo obtained, from the contri-

butions of governnents and from other sources. The provisions concerning 

co-operation with other agoncies m y be sunraarized as follows: 

1.6.1 The International Coiimittee of the Red Cross and the League of Red 

Qross Societins are rocopjiized as the sole responsible operating and 

distributing agencies of the United Nations refugee relief progrararvej 

offers of assistance from other voluntary agencies are to bo referred 

to the international Feed Cross organizations, which my accept or 

reject such offers. 

1.6*2 Participation of the specialized agencies in the United Nations relief 

programme is to be subject to thâ general rule stated in paragraph 1.6.1 above. 

Their participation is to be sotJ
S
ht as may appear appropriate and beneficial; 

h o w e v o r

^ ^
 i s

 understood that this" participation "will be under the direction 

and control of the International Coirraittee of the Red Cross and the League of 

Red Cross Societies, through'^on (the specialized agencies) will submit such 

operational or financial reports as are required and agreed between the 

Diroctor of United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees and the League and 

International Corarltteo of the Red Cross". 

1.6.3 The three voluntary agencies mentioned in the Secretary-General's 

letter which is quoted above, m i l operate as equal and autonomous partners 

having full responsibility in their respective fields as follows: 

International Red Cross Comiitteo : to conduct relic-f operations in 

the northern and central areas of Palestine. 

League of Red Cross Sociotios； to support and assist the national 

Red Cross Societies of the Arab countries concerned。 

American Friends Scrvicc Commttee : to conduct relief operations 

in the southern Palestine area. 

1.7 It is to be noted thct there was complete undorstariding between the 

Director of Relief of tho United Nations Mediator's Office and ths Direçtor-
G e n e r a l

 concerning the iirportance of the health aspects, end that the Director-

General took all ratiasuros Y/hich he considerad warranted, in accordance with 

Articles I алй IV of tho ШДШО Agreement, to call to the attention of the 

Secrotaiy-General the position of WHO on this subject. 

1 . 8  T h e General Assembly, on 11 Decembor 1948, created a Conciliation 

Commission to replace tho Office of the Mediator in Palestine, and electod-

France, Turkey and tho United States of АшПса to appoint Msirbsrs to the new 

Commission. The principal functions of the Corm^ission arc to negotiate a 

settlement in Palestine, supervise the United Nations Administration in 

Jerusalem and propose a statute for a permanent international régime for the 
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region of Jcrusalom. Tho Conanission yras instructed, inter alia,"to facili-

"tate the repatriation^ rcsGttler:iont and economic and social rehabilitation 
o f

 the refugees ... and- to maintain close relations with the Director of the 

United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees and, through him, with the appro-

priate organs, bodies and specialized agencies of the United Nations.»
1 

1.9 After consultation between the Directors and other responsible officers 

of UNRPR and WHO, the Director of UNRPR addressed to the Director-General 

the following letter, dated 17 December 1948; 

"Palestine Refupee Relief" 

"Further to our conversation on this subject, I have to inform 
you that I wish to obtain the services of a senior public health 
expert with particular knowledge of conditions in Palestine to 
advise me on the health aspects of Palestine Refugee Relief. 

. "
T

h e name of your Dr. Cottroll has been mentioned to me in this 
context, and I am therefore formlly requesting you to malee his 
services available to rae. 

"It is understood that the United Nations would be responsible 
for his per dioin, his travelling expenses and any special 
insurance necessary while the World Health Organisation would be 
responsible for his salary and other allowances. 

"I look forward with confidence to fruitful collaboration in this • 
matter." 

i 
1

*
1 0 I n

 reply, the Director-General wrote to the Director of U M P R on 

5 January 1949 as follows、 

1

 UN document Л/307 
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«Palestine Refugee Relief： WHO and health problems 

"With reference to your letter of 17 December 1948 on this subject 
and your conversation vdth Dr. N.M. Goodman on 22 December 1948, 
工 have to inform you that I have received letters from the League 
of Red Cross Societies, the Comité International de la Croi入-
Róugo and the American Friends Service Committee asking that a 
representative of WHO be appointed to co-ordinate plans for dealing 
with the Public Health and Hygiene aspects of the Refugee Relief 
Programme and to advise their Field Staff in these matters. 

"I therefora propose to appoint Dr. J.D. Cottrell as the 
Representative of WHO for the purnose and suggest that he make . 
his headquarters in Beirut。 

"As stated in your letter, the World Health Organization m i l be 
responsible for his salary and other allowances iwhilst it is 
understood ths United Nations will be responsible for his per 
diem, his travelling expenses and any special insurance necessary. 
工 trust that United. Nations -will also make available the necessary 

-. office acaimmodation^ staff and transport. Dr. Cottrell m i l be 
1c ?.ving for Cairo about 8th January, after a brief visit t--： Paris 
to confer with UNICEF, and hopes to make early contact with you 
and your Field Representatives,

1

' 

2 Relations Ydth Non-Governmental Organizations #iich have operating 
responsibilities under ижЖ

 :

 ‘ 

As a result of consultations with the responsible officers of the 

relevant voluntary relief Organizations, formal requests for technical 

assistance, by 1ЯН0 have been received, as summarized below： 

League of Red Cross Societies 

Requests «the World Health Organization to designate a representa-
tive to work in collaboration with the League Commissioner and his -
Medical Assistants" in their Area, suggesting: 

(1) The representative would be «available for consultation by 
. the League Commissioner and/or his Medical Assistants" 

(2) The representative "-.ould not be subordinate to the League 
Commissioner nor would he be called upon ti Direct any part 
of the medical relief.

1

' 

(3) That the representative
 B

advise on the manner in which short-
term medical relief programmes could be directed tov^ards the 
permanent imorovement of public health in the countries in 
question." 

(4) That, subject to the approval of the other Organizations, 
"your representative might serve to co-ordinate the Public 
Health and PreventivoJfedicine Programme (in all A r e a s ) " . . , 
in accordance with plans mutually agreed upon.» 



American î^iends Service Committee 
— „щ. .... 

Requests «the Mqrld Health Organization to make available the • 
services of a Public Health Officer to advise the Field Director 
and his PMO on Public Health and Preventive Medicine aspects.« 

Subject to the approval of the other organizations, "This Officer 
^

o u l d b e

 empowered to plan and co-ordinate solutions to the public 
health problema that will undoubtedly arise in (all) the Areas,» 

"In so far as AFSC is concerned these plans will be worked out by 
mutual agreement between this officer and the Field Director of the 
AFSC Operation.» 

Щ е w o u l d n o t

 interfere in the Medical Relief Programme of the AFSC 
"；'：

a

.though the AFSC h o p e s m a y call on this officer fo” -
advice m this regard if the Field Director so desires 

I^gl^j：?.?'!
1

. Committee of the Red Cross 

States «the Committee, whilst desirous to maintain the autonomy of 
its action

 л
 should feel much obliged j.f your Organisation could 

a

? '
p 0 1 n t a L l a l s o n iJ

ffioer to the CM.0 of the Commissariat with a 
V 1 C W

 to co-ordinate the medical activity of the three organizations • 
....and especially to deal with Public Health and epidemic-
prevencive aspects of the Palestre Refugee Relief Operation." 

The League and the AFSC also state that the expenses of thé Щ0 
representative are not to be a charge against their respective 
budgets as approved by the Director UNBPR, 

3 . g ^ j o n i J ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ l j ^ e s p e c ^ to Palestin^Relief 

J '
1

 °
n 1 7 A u s u s t 1 9 4 8

'
 t h e

 Executive Board of UNICEF approved an alloca-

tion of 4411,000 for a two-monthsf programme of emergency relief to the 

relevant groups of Palestine refugees, to be administered through the 

Office of the UN Mediator in Palestine. This 麵 was used to provide 

food, tents and blankets, 

3 . 2

 °
n

 说
 b S p t ü i n b e

^
 t h e C e n t r a

l Committee of uNRR/. approved the transfer 

to UNICEF of 111,679,500 from its residual funds, and re'commendad strongly 

that at least half this sum be used for the development of a relief 

programme for Arab and Jewish refugees eligible for UNICEF aid, 

3.3 On 29 October, the Executive Board of UNICEF allocated for relief to 

^Palestine refugees 16,000,000 i^om the UNRRA funds, and approved a
 P
re-

lininruT plari for the expenditure of the first |2
3
 000,000, of which 

容150,000 was, earmarked forMedical suppliée, including DOT. 1д a renort 

to the Director^eneral on this matter, the Ш0 Liaison Officer to UNICEF 

indicated the probability that «inore .fu,ds could be
 a
ade available for 

medical, work a.nong refugees provided there is a programme.. 



3.4 UNICEF has entered into agreements with the three operating 

agencies similar to those concluded by the United Nations. Ihese 

agreements state that the voluntary agency has assumed operational 

responsibility in the relevant area, that UNICEF and the voluntary . 

agency wish to co-operate as fully as possible and specify that UNICEF 

will look to the voluntary agency for the organization of distribution 

in feeding centres or otherwise. In addition, UNICEF assumes responsi-

bility for assuring that the distribution of its supplies .... shall be 

in accordance with 'the policies and principles of the Fund. 

3 . 5 0 1 1

 30 December 1948, the director-General informed the Executive . 

Secretary of UNICEF of the position оГ.л'НО in connexion with the Palestine 

refugee problem, ал<1 made the following suggestions: 

. I u
S

7 °
U

' f
e a w a r e

>
 t h e

 Executi/e Board in offering help anticipated 
that funds would be available fron United étions:, this has not 
proved possible, at least under the present arrangements. ife are ‘ 
prepared, if you agree, to assign, as an emergency, a limited 
amount from the one million dollars from UNRRA for Dr. Cottrell to 
expend m sucb obviously needed projects as malaria control of the 
^трз m the Jordan Valley, for which planning must start 
ikraediately. But these funds will probably not be sufficient, and 
工 w ^ l d also ask whether UNICEF can (a) make available to 而0 some 
f
 m e

^
l c a l

 supplies needed by Dr. Cottrell for general public 
health and epidemic control purposes out of. the first allocation 
0 1

 ^50,000 made by the Executive Board of UNICEF for medical 
.supplies, and (b) at a later stage, when the cost of essential 
pro.grajnmes is more nearly ascartainable, to make another allotment 

^ Z T
 r e m a

í
n

^
n g

 «3,400,000, some of .vhich Dr. Borcic has stated . 
might be available for medical work provided there is a programme." 

‘ 7 r ^ ,
7 0 U g

l
0 d e n o u

g h
 t 0 c a b l e

 your consent to an immediate 

‘ S l o s ^ L ^ a n d T n 1
 +

U M R R

f
 m i l U O n f

°
r

 _ 辟 邸 叮
 h e a l

让 operations in 
Palestme and to let me have y.our views on the other questions 

..raised at your early convenience,
 и 

On 6 January 1949, the' following reply was received by cable from the 

Executive Director of JNICEF: . . . • 

i b U T I
a r ± S

 T
e e Í n p r i n c i

P
l t í

 砰
0
扣犲 your airmail letter 

í
e g

r
d l n

！
R e

_
s t

 Cottrell airmail New ïork 
and Paris l

l s
ts medical supplier proposed уелг paragraph (a).« 

3 , 6 F o l l o w l n

S consultations between the ?fflO Medical Officer for . 

Palestine^, the Ш0 Liaison ШПсег to UNICEF and the responsible 

officials of the Funds , the Dixac'-or of the UNICEF European Headquarters 

wrote to the Chie.f of Mission of the ^ncj in the Middle East, the 

following letter, which is dated t JanuaryД949： • 



•"This is to introduce Dr, J.b. Cottrell, who is .coming to Palestine 
as а Ш0 co-ordinator for Public Health, and Epidemic Prevention. 
His mission.is the result of an agreement between the TOO, the 
Director of UNRPR and the three voluntary agencies working in 
Palestine. Under these agreements it is somewhat unclear as yet 
as to the extent to iflhich 1H0 will participate in actual field work, 
but we. hope that agreements satisfactory to. UHO can be worked out 
in the Middle East. 

峰 In accordance with the present agreement, Dr. Cottrell will be 
serving as a co-ordinator and adviser in all the medical project 
among the refugees. As you already know, some of the UNICEF funds 
have been set aside for medical projects, and we think that these 
funds can be used for projects as Dr. Cottrell would propose. We 
suggeet that you also consider Dr. Cottrell as your medical adviser, 
and we also suggest that he should be advising on formulation and 
programming of medical projects. 

"We hope that you can co-operate clssely with Dr. Cottrell, arid 
any other help you can extend to him will be highly appreciated." 

4 Relations with FAQ 

On 4 November 1948y the Director-General received the following 

cable from the Director-General of the FAO: 

"Understand WHO Executive Board approved despatch of expert to 
Middle. East for inspection of health, situation Palestine refugees 
.and instructed you provide emergency aid refugees if requested by 
ÜN. Presume you aware agricultural and nutritional survey under-
t a J

f
e n l a s

t September by two FAO staff members of i^iom nutritionist 
still in Cairo. Their report presented to UN Paris early September, 
Gladly offer .you all required co-operation we can supply. «‘ 

This offer was acknowledged by the Director-General through the 

FAO Liaison Officer in Geneva. Because.ho request for emergency aid was 

received from the United Nations, it has not been necessary to call upon 

FAO for the co-operation offered in this cable. However, as the relief 

operations in Palestine develop, the Director-General то.11 give considera-

tion to the possibility of co-operating wi、h FAO in nutrition and/or 

malaria control programmes. 

5 Further Developments 

A report on subsequent developments will be presented to the 

Board at its third session. 



Third Session 

THIRD COMMITTEE 

SUB-COÎvilITTEE 2 

PART THREE OF THE PROGRESS REPORT OF 

THE UNITED NATIONS.MEDIATOR FOR PALESTINE 

.Assistance to refugees 

REPORT OF SUB-COMITTEE 2 OF THE 
THIRD COMMITTEE 

submitted by Dr. Guy Perez Cisneros (Cuba), Rapporteur 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1 Establishment and terms of reference of the Sub-Committee 

At its 118t’h meeting held on 30 October 1948 the Third Committee of 

the General Assembly, after hearing a statement by the Secretary-General » s 

representative on the question of refugees and displaced persons in 

Palestine, decided to set up a Sub-Committee with instructions to study 
, i . 

the various proposals submitted by several delegations on this subject 

and to draw up, if possible, a draft resolution capable of meeting with 

general approval. This Sub-Committee was also instructed to consult the 

Secretary-General on the administrative aspects of the question» 

The Chairman decided that the Sub-Committee should consist of the 

representatives of the following States : Belgium, Bolivia, China, Cuba, 

Egypt, France, India, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom, the United. States 

of America and Venezuela. 

2.. Composition of the Sub-Committee 

The following representatives of the States Members of the United 

Nations took part in the discussions: 

Belgium: Mr. Dehousse 

Mr. Scheyven 

Mr. Houard 

Bolivia: Mr. Anze-Matienzo 

China: Mr» Cha 

Cuba: Dr. Guy Perez Cisneros 

Egypt： ânçlraos Bey 

Hammad 

ANNEX С
f
 i ^ ^ 
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France» Mr. Griuribach 

Mr. de Beaumont 

Mr. de Folin 

India» Mrs L. Menon 

Netherlands: Mr. Oosterhuis 

Mrs Verway-Jonker 

Norway» Mrs Lionaes 

New Zealand; Mr. Sutch 

Poland : Mr. Altman 

USSR » Mr. Pavlov 

Mr, Borisov 

Mr., Koulagenkov 

United Mr. Davies 
Kingdomt 

Mr’ Rundall 

USA» Mr, Warren 

Venezuela: Mr, Plaza 

The Secretary-General appointed Mr. Hill and Colonel Katzin te 

represent him on the Sub-Committee. 

3 Officers of the Sub-Committee 

At its first meeting held on 2 Nóvenleг 1948 under the chairmanship 

of Mr, Charles Malik, Chairman of the Third Committee, the Sub-Committee 

elected its officers as follows; 

Chairmani Mr. Guerin de Beaumont (France) 

Rapporteur» Dr. Guy Perez Cisneros (Cuba) 

Mr. Wickwar was appointed Secretary of the Sub-Committee. 

4 Documents studied 

The Sub-Committees studied the following documents» 

(i) General Assembly Documents 

А/648,, parts 1, 2 and 3t Progress report submitted to the Secretary-

General by the United Nations‘ Mediator for Palestine for trans-

mission to the States Members of the United Nations» 

A/689 Supplement to the foregoing document. 

A/689/Add. 1 

A/689/Corr. 1 

(ii) Third Committee Documents 

A/C .3/315 - D r a f t resolution on the question of assistance to refugees in 

Palestine submitted by the delegations of Belgium, the Netherlands, 

the United. Kingdom and the United States of America. 
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А/с. 3/316 - D r a f t resolution supplementing the foregoing document 

submitted by the Bolivian delegation. 

A/C.3/317 

一 Amend шоп t to document A/C .3/315 submitted by the Noirwegian 

delegation. 

推 Amendinont to document А/С »3/315 submitted by the Venazuelan 

delegation, 

(iii) Sub-Coïïmiittee Documents 

A/C.3/SCU2/1. 

—ilmenamont to document А/С *3/315 submitted by the Peruvian 

delegation. • 

А/СгЗ/SC,2/2 — Draft resolution on assistance to refugees in Palestine 

submitted by the JWew Zealand and French delegations0 

A/C
#
3/SC»2/3 - AiPendment to document А/С

Ф
3/315 submitted by the Polish 

delegation. . . . 

A/C.3/SC.2/4 

"“Amendjueni; by the Netherlands and f'rench delegations to 

their draft resolution (document A/C.3/SC»2/2). 

A/C.3/SC.2/5 

—Ainendment to document A/C *3/315 submitted 

delegation. 

A/C.3/SCa'2/6 ” Amendment, by the Venezuelan delegation to 

resolution (A/C»3/318) and draft resolution Pl/C 

A/C.3/SC.2/7 

—Amendment to document A/C.3/315 submitted 

Soviet Socialist Republics, 

A/C#3/SC.2/8 - ¿iaendment to document A/C»3/315 submitted 

delegation» 

k/C^/SCc2/9 - Amendirar.t to document A/C,3/315 submitted 

delegation< 

A/C.3/SC.2/10 

—Aniendrricn."b to doctuaent A/C #3/315 submitted by the United 

.States delegation* 
k/c^/sc^/ll 

-Amendment to document А/С*3/315 submitted by the Belgiah, 

： Netherlands and United. Kingdom delegations. 

A/C.3/SV.2/12 

-Sub-anicndmeçit submitted by New Zealand and Norway to 

.amendment Л/С
4
3/ЗС»2/9 to the joint draft résolution Д/С»3/315» 

A/C,3/SC.2/13 

-Provisional text, prepared by the Secretary of the Sub-

committee ̂  of the draft resolution taking into account the amendments made to docimient А/С*3/315 before Wednesday 10 November• 

by the Norwegian 

its draft 

,3/315. 

by the Union of 

by the Cuban 

by tho Egyptian 
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• - . ‘ . . . . . ' . ‘ 

一 Note by the Secretary—General regarding organizational 
* f 

arrangements which might appear appropriate for the speedy and 

efficient implementation of the United Nations Palestine Refugee 

Relief Programme.' ' * 

A/C.3/SC.2A*VCorr. 1 

(iv) Documents derived from the Fifth Committee 

Д/С.3/323 - Report of the Fifth Committee on the financial aspects of the 

question of assistance to Palestine refugees. 

Eventually two draft resolutions were submitted to the Sub-Committeeí 

Document А/С.3/315 by Belgium, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the 

United.States of America and document A/C,3/SC,2/2 by New Zealand amd 

France• 

The Sub-Committee decided, however, to consider the second document 

as a serips of amendments to the first. 



I L GENERAL DEBATE 

During the general debate in which the different aspects of 

the question of assistance to refugees from Palestine were 

carefülly examined in great detail, three points were given 

particular attention! the establishment of a special Committee； 

the economic and financial aspect of assistance to refugees; and 

the question of the equitable distribution of relief. 

1. Debate on the ad hoc Committee 

A discussion took place on 池ether it was desirable to set 

up the ad hoc Oommittee proposed in the Bolivian and Peruvian 

amendments, the New Zealand and French resolution and the 

Secretary-General
f

 s note and, if so^ whether it would be a 

directing committee or an advisory committee. Some delegations, 

including those of the United States of America, Cuba and Egypt� 

opposed the setting up of the Committee. The United States 

delegation, in order to arrive at an agreement meeting with 

general support, proposed that the Advisory Gommittee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions should be given the 

necessary powers to establish policies• This proposal was 

rejected; and the Sub-Committee finally acquiesced, deciding, 

with the assent of the Secretary-General
r

s representative, to give 

only advisory functions to the ad hoc Committee, the establishment 

of which was finally voted. 

2• Debate on the financial question 

As regards the financial question, several delegations, and 

particularly those of New Zealand and Prance, would have preferred 

the draft resolution eventually adopted to contain very definite 

guarantees regarding the refund of the loan of 5 million dollars 

from the United Nations working capital fund "which the Plfth 

Comznittee, in its report to the Third Gommittèe (л/с.3/323)> had 

proposed should be authorised^ The representatives of France 

and New Zealand also stressed their interest in the idea of 

international solidarity and declared that approval of that proposal 



would give concrete expression to that idea, 

Other delegations*, like those of Norway and Venezuela, also 

wished the resolution to specify the dates of payment of the 

voluntary contributions and their amount, which as far as 

possible should be based on the scale of contributions of the 

Members of the United Nations to the budget of that Organization. 

It was also reqiested that the relative size of the 

contributions in kind and in funds by each country should be 

specified. 

All these proposals - in some cases recognized as justified 

by the Sub-Committee - were not, however, accepted by a majority 

of its members on ths ground that the relief action on behalf of 

Palestinian refugees was of great urgency and that the whole 

scheme ought to be left very elastic. In this connexion, 

several delegations dwelt on the question of the entirely 

voluntary nature of the contributions, and pointed out that 

several Members of the United Nations whose territories had 

suffered greatly through the war or which were experiencing 

financial difficulties, though wishing to contribute to the best 

of their ability to the relief work, would yet be unable to enter 

into too specific undertakings as to the assistance requested. 

The delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 

supported by the delegation of Poland, proposed to insert after 

the words "urges all States Members of the United Nations" the 

words "particularly those which suffered no destruction as a result 

of the German occupation during the war period" (A/C.3/SC.2/7). It 

explained that this proposal did not realize tho msaning of Gorman 

occupation of a. territory which was not only subjected, to brutal• 

prior aerial bombardment but also suffered total dostraction as a 

result of its occupation by Hitlerite hordes. A number of 

countries, including France, the Netherlands and Norway expressed 

their willingness tc co-operate regardless of the fact that they 

had suffered German occupation. The United Kingdom delegation 

pointed out that some countries, like the United Kingdom itself, 

though never occupied, had suffered heavy damage and had made 

substantial exonomic and financial sacrifices; nevertheless the 



United Kingdom would be prepared to give positive assistance; and at a 

later meeting where this question was discussed the United Kingdom 

delegation stated that its Government would contribute one million 

pounds sterling. The delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics pointed out that the delegation of the United Kingdom might 

not perhaps realize what it meant to undergo not only intense aerial 

bombardment but also total destruction by Gorman barbarians. The 

amendment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was not accepted. 

3 The question of the equitable distribution of relief 

The Egyptian delegation requested that the draft resolution should 

express the idea that, in the equitable distribution of relief, the 

Secretary-General should so far as possible take into consideration 

the numorical size of the different communities benefiting by relief; 

The New Zealand and Norwegian delegations proposed that this idea should 

be supplemented by the principle that relief should be distributed 

according to needs regardless of race, colour, religion or political 

belief. 

The Sub-Committee, whilst appreciating the justice of those principles 

from certain point of view, did not consider it necessary to add anything 

to the draft resolution to express this. It was of the opinion that in a 

general way resolution 57 (I) of the General Assembly of the United Nations 

had taken these particular aspects of the question into account. ihis 

interpretation was confirmed by Colonel Katzin in a statement made on 

behalf of the Secretary-General of the United Nations who had said, 

with reference to this point, that he accepted the principles contained 

in the amenànents proposed by the Egyptian, New Zealand and Norwegian 

delegations. 

In the directives he might be called upon to give to the Director 

。
f

 United Nations Palestine Refugee Relief, the Secretary-General would 

specify that the equitable distribution of relief, account would be 

taken (apart from other considerations) of the numerical size of the 

communities to be helped, and that the distribution of relief would take 

place according to needs and regardless of race, colour, religion or 

political belief. 

4

»- Amendment concerning countries of refuge 

The New Zealand and French delegations proposed that the draft 

resolution should contain a clause requesting the Governments of the 

countries of refuge to continue.and extend the assistance measures èo 

generously taken by them so far. This proposal was rejected .by the Sub-

committee and elicited an important statement from the representative of 

Egypt — one of the countries referred to in the New Zealand-French proposal, 



He said inter alia that Egypt and some other countries, without waiting 

to be asked, had already opened their frontiers to a lar^e number of Arabs 

who had been rendered homeless.跑 pdnted out that Egypt was an over-

populated countiy with a very poor subsoil, but that it nevertheless 

intended to continue to offer asylum to the refupees, while fully realizing 

that this could not represent a permanent solution; the only permanent 

solution was the return of the refugees to their ото homes. (Document Л/С. 

3/SC.2/SR.8). 

5. Amendment on relationship between the refugee problem and the 

political situation In.Palestine . 

The Polish delegation submitted an araendmeut under which the General 

Assembly, considering that the problem of Palestinian refugees was a result 

of the existing political situation in Palestine, which had not yet been 

settled, declared that the political problem of Palestine-was one requiring 

a solution st the earliest possible moment. The majority of the Sub-

committee felt unable to accept this amendment on the grounds that it 

could not deal with the political aspects of the problem of Palestine and 

was strictly limited to assistance fc refugees. • 

Statement on behalf of the International Children's Emergency Fund 

In the course of the general discussion, Mr. Pate, Director of the 

United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund, at the invitation 

of the Chairman of the Sub-Committee explained the. assistance to Palestine 

refugees that had already been given by that institution. In August 1948 

The Executive Board of the International Children's Emergency Fund had 

allocated a sura of approximately |450丨000 for relief to children and mothers 

among the Arab and Jewish refugees from Palestine, The supplies purchased 

T?lth that sum had already bsaidaLivered the previous week. The Executive 

Board had voted an additional amount of 6,000,000 dollars for the same 

purpose, and some of the supplies obtained under the allocation were at 

present being sent to Beirut. Mr. ？ate also made certain references to the 

relief plan submitted to the Sub-Committee in a Memorandum by the Secretary-

General (Document A,/C.3/SC. 2,^,1). He stated that his extensive personal 

experience of reiief work led him to consider this plan'a wise one, and that 

the principle of decentralization on which that programme was based had 

already been successfully applied by the Children's Emergency Fund which, 

with a very small international staff, primarily made use of the bodies 

already existing in the various countries to- carry out its work. The small 

staff which the Children's Emergency Fund was at present maintaining in the 

Middle East was working in close liaison with the United Nations in this 

^
a s k o f

 bringing relief to refugees from' Palestine a task which was of an 

extremely urgent nature inasmuch as the reports sent by that staff testified 

to the conditions of profound distress under which the Palestine refugees 

were living (Document I/С,3/ЗС.2/ЗГ„5). 
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III. REPORT OF THE FIFTH COMMITTEE 

The Sub-Coramittee, before proceeding to a detailed discussion of 

the plans subaàtfced for ifce consideration> took note of the Roport of 

the Fifth Committee (document A/C,3/323) the contents of which áre as 

follows : 

"The Fifth Coimnittee has considered the financial implications of 

the draft resolution contained in A/G.3/315 and is herewith reporting 

directly to the Chaiman of the Third Committee as requested by the 

President of the Assembly. 

"1. The Fifth Corrmdttee has found it necessary to limit its 

consideration to paragraph 9 of the draft resolution in the absence 

of. specific administrative proposals from the Third Committee. 

"2. The Fifth Committee has agreed that a sum up to |5
>
000

i
000 

might be made available from the Working Capital Fund by the 

Secretary-General, in consultation with the Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions, to ensure that the Working 

Capital Fund is not thereby endangered. Any. such advance from 

'the Working Capital Fund would be on the basis of the following 

assumptions : 

(a) That the Working Capital Fund be reimbursed from 

dollar (US) contributions as received by the Special Fund; 

(b) That particularly for the purpose of paragraph (a) certain 

Member States assume the responsibility of making , 

contributions early in 1949 under paragraph 3 of A/C.3/315 

in dollars rather than in goods or other currencies; 

(c) That wherever.possible Members will make their regular 

1949 contributions to the United Nations budget as early 

. . . a s possible in' 1949, 

"3. The Fifth Committee recoraraends that the draft resolution as a 

whole or such amended or alternative draft as the Ihird Committee 

.、may approve be referred back', to it. after action by the Third 

Coiraiittee is completed, in order that further Consideration may be 

given to the financial implications involved,»' 
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IV. STATEMENTS BY THE itEPEESENTáTIVES ОБ
1

 THE 

SECRETARY-GENERAL 

....The Sub-CQuimibtee, in accordance with the. terms of référencé given 

to it by the Third Cormaittee, consulted the Secretary-General on the 

administrative aspects of the question. I.ir. îîartin Hill and 

Collonel Katzin regularly.attended all meetings of the Sub-Committee and 

during the discussions m d o numerous statements, either spontaneously or 

in reply to specific questions raised by. the delegations. They submitted 

on behalf of the Secretary-General the plan for the implementation of the 

United Nations Palestine. Refugee Programme as contained in documents 

А/С.3/SC.1/G.ofT, and A/C,3/SC,2/¡í.l/Corr.2. The Secretary-General's 

representatives stated on his behalf that he was fully aware of the urgent 

necessity of bringing relief to the Palestine refugees whose situation 

was becoming desperate,, and th^t he was prepared to collaborate to the 

best of his ability in the work of relief. At the same time, in his 

opinion the Secretariat should not be asked to undertake responsibilities 

which it was. unable to assume, for example the distribution of relief. 

№e Secretory-General had expressed' the view that the work of implementa-

tion
 л
 in view of the major tasks of a practical nature undertaken by the 

United Nations, should be. entrusted to specialized agencies or to 

international organizations. 

The Secretary-General stated that on two occasions he had entered 

into conversation with the International Refugee Organization, but that the 

IROj while deel丄wing to take over the direction of such operations, had . 

agreed to give its siipport. The Seerst?ry-Genern.l had then approached 

two importent non
r
govemmental organizations with extensive experience in 

this kind of work. The steps taken on behalf of the Secretary-General by-

Colonel Katzin had afforded very encouraging results which, mighi； serve as 

a basis for ал effective plan of action (document A/C.3/SC.2/SR.l) 

№e 'Secretary—Gene ral then submitted working plan and considered 

that if that plnn were adopted, there was a chance that it might be 

possible.to act promptly and effectively to bring relief to the Palestine 

refugees. The plan provided for a system of administration which would.be 

as simple as possible but could be carried out with a minimum of expense. 



That plan aimed at concentrating authority in the hands of th© Director 

for Palestin Refugee Relief and of the Secretary-General himself• It 

had been considered necessary that the Director should be afforded the 

widest possible powers in order to enable him to deal with problems 

concerning the optimum allocation and distribution of supplies as and 

when those problems arose. 

The Secretary-General
г

 s representative stressed that the latter was 

convinced of the need to establish a small body as provided for in 

jparagraph 1(e) of the plan (later amended by corrigenda 1 and 2), to 

which he coiald refer at his discretion for advice on natters of principle 

and policy. The existence of this advisory, committee would greatly 

strengthen the Secretary-General•s authority. While tho members of this 

committee should have expert qualifications, they must be competent to 

advise not only on administrative and operational matters but also on 

questions of general policy which might have political overtones capable 

of jeopardizing the relief operations. On such occasions the Secretary-

General wished to be able to avail himself of the assistance of a group 

of competent and informed persons who would share with,him the 

responsibility for the decisions he would have to take. 

The Secretary-General‘s representative then answered several of the 

criticisms expressed by some delegations represented in the Sub-Committee： 

it had been said that there was little or no use for an advisory 

committee in view of the fact that distribution of supplies in the field 
» . • * … . 

would be performed by voluntary organizations. The truth of the matter 

was, however, that in negotiating with those organizations the Secretary-

General should be able to assure thorn that they would not be called upon 

to do anything other than make a success of the execution of the 

programmes and that they would nçt be involved in matters which might in 

any way prejudice their standing. 

There had been conç)laints about the vagueness surrounding the 

functions, conç)osition, place and time of meetings çf the coinmittee. 

To meet this objection document A/C• 3/SC.2Д.l/Corr. 1 had been presented 

under which the committee might consist of seven members nominated by the 

President of the General Assembly, to meet whenever summoned by the 

Secretary-General. It might be called upon to hold three or four sessions 

lasting some three weeks in all, during the whole period of relief 



operations. As the members of this coraraittee would be experts, their 

travelling expenses and per diom allowances would be paid by the United 

Nations and would probably amount to 25,000 dollars, according to tentative 

estimates. The meetings could be held either at Lake Success or Geneva as 

circumstances directed. 

The Secretary-General‘s representative also stated that the total 

administrative cost would have to be fixed later on by, decision of the 

General Assembly, oh the advice of the Fifth Committee. The latter would 

have to establish the total administrative costs on the basis of a 

percentage of the total sum set aside for the relief action. It was at the 

moment impossible to give an exact estimate of the total expenditure 

necessary for the relief operations. He mentioned that this total should 

be fixed by the Fifth .Committee rather than by means of a draft resolution 

originating in the Sub-Coimnittee. 

•In reply to various questions raised by the representatives of New 

Zealand and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Secretery-General's 

representative stated that the sum of 29,500,000 dollars was based on the 

Acting Mediator's report, and that after a careful study of the question it 

had beon recognized that this figure was well founded but that, in any case, 

the specific changes made in the,Secretary-Generalts plan would be submitted 

in detail to the Fifth Committee. Tho 29,500,000 dollars would be applied 

to.such expenditure as food, clothing, blankets, shelter, medicines, 

sanitary supplies, transportation and t̂ ie like, mentioned by the Acting 

Mediator in his report (document A/689). The figure for operational charges 

had not been included in that report. The staff of sixteen at present 

working under the Director of Relief were discharging bo'th administrative and 

operational duties; the latter however were somewhat limited because of 

the heavy load of administrative duties falling on so small a staff. A 

staff of 50 would not be adequate to ensure the most efficient distribution 

and utilization of the supplies furnished by the United Nations. For this 

reason the Secretariat had dravm up a plan which was to guarantee adequate 

supervision of the distribution of supplies, and had asked that operational 

costs should be ad^ded to the -figure proposed by the Mediator. 

The Secretary —General»s representative went on to say that he was not 

able to give a final estimate of the costs of operational services, but on 

the basis of the experience of other relief organizations working in similar 

fields, operational expenses might represent from five to seven and one half 

per cent of the total cost of the relief programme. The additional amounts 

needed for administrative and operational expenses would therefore be of the 
o r d e r o f

 one and one half to -two million dollars. The question would, 

however, be discussed in the Fifth Committee, 



The Secreto/-General's representative stated that administrative 

costs included expenditure for a staff of 25 "who would serve under the 

Director of Refugee Relief. The Fifth Committee would have the final 

decision on ndaether certain items referred to in the Mediator's report 

(such as transportation) should more correctly be included under 

operational costs or under supply costs. 

With regard to the currencies that nvould be required, the Secretary-

General's representative stated that he could say nothing for the 

sum could presumably be spent in soft cur. moment, bu% that a large 

rencies。 .'It would not
> 

for a month or so. 

hoiwever, be possible to draw up final estimates 

It was difficult to know #\ether the five million dollar advance 

from the Working Capital Fund represented the sum that would actually 

be necessary。 Moreover, some States -would not perhaps bo able to supply 

the urgently needed goods requested, or would not be able to supply them 

in sufficient quantities; they might then offer other goods which would 

not necessarily be equally useful, It would, of course, have to be 

accepted as a fact that the contribution of some States would take a 

form different from that contemplated. Thus, fcr example, the Arab 

States might more easily provide^ instead of foodstuffs, a contribution 

in the form of transport, payable in local currency. 

The Secretary-General therefore thought that while it was natural 

to wish to fix exactly the amount required for relief, both in funds 

and in kindj such an attitude might prove harmful and hinder the smooth 

working of the relief programme。 

Thus it was impossible to fix the percentages of the contributions 

to be obtained from each country in dollars and in kind. The repayment 

of sums draim from -ihe Working Capital Fund m m l d take place according 

to a procedure "which would develop automatically under the Secretary-

General' s control。 

The Secretariat also pointed out that it did not seek to obtain 

very large sums in dollars and that it had no reason to think that the 

contributions paid in dollars would prove insufficient. Nevertheless, 

should such prove to be the case, the Secretary-General would ask the 

States Members for additional contributions in dollars. If， on the 

other hand, there was a surplus of dollars, he would ask the States 

Members to pay the balance of their contributions in other currencies 

or he mjuld purchase food with the money received. Tfflhen the con-

tributions in the various currencies were sufficient to fulfil the 

different undertakings entered into in the financial sphere, the 



Secretary-General wr.uld notify Members. 

As regards the 6,000,000 dollars granted by the International 

Children
1

 s Emergency Fund) these constituted гяп additional aid intended 

only to supplement the minimum rations with food required by children 

and expectant and feeding mothers。 This money did not form part of the 

sum necessary to provide all the refugees with the minimum rations 

v M c h the General Assembly was trying to ensure for them, 

As regards the credits that шге required, for the setting up of 

the Advisory Committee, the Secretary-General
1

s representative stated 

that the United Nations Financial Service had arrived at the estimate 

of 25,000 dollars by budgeting for a certain number of meetings; but 

obviously this figure was only approximate, and it would b(¿ advisable 

to leave the Secretary-General a certain latitude in the fixing of 

credits. If the 25,000 dollar estimate was exceeded, it wrnld not be 

by a large sum. 

The Secretary-General's representative also thought it would 

perhaps be premature to decide immediately on the place where the 

Advisory Committee should meet, It -would be for the Secretaiy-

General to convene the Committee when he found he needed it, and it 

TOuld therefore be for him to fix the place of meeting. 

The Secretary-GeneraPs r--®presentative also said in connexion 

with the Advisory Committee that notwithstanding the existence of the 

Committee the responsibility for all operations would be divided 

between the Secretary-General and the Director for Palestine Refugee 

Relief. He insisted on the fact that the Secretary-General maintained 

that the help of such an Advisory Committee could not be refused to 

him since he considered that such a Gcmmittee was necessary. If the 

Sub-Committee did not agree to the creation of an Advisory Committee, he 

•would be obliged to bring the matter up again in the Third Committee 

and, if necessary, in the General Assembly. The members of the 

Advisory Committee would be appointed by the President of the General 

Assembly after consultation "with the Seer et ягу-Gene ral. The members 

would be chosen on the basis of technical knowledge, geographical 

distribution or personal qualities, according to the needs that arose 

as the working programme developed. At a future stage he vrould be 

in a position to elaborate his statement. 



The Secretary-General's representative answered questions by certain 

delegations who wished to know to vihat extent- the voluntar)' ^.-ganizations 

would work on their own responsibility, and stated that there already existed 

a draft agreement between the Secretary-Gcxieral and the Red Cross and that 

it was the Secretaiy-GenEral
1

s wish that such organizations should preserve 

their complete autonomy if such an agreement yr:.s finally concluded. The 

Secretariat w;:.s short of competent staff on these questions, and the 

Secretary—General maintPi'ned t M t srtch v。!h’.nt?.iy organl.zntions, ®speci..r>lly 

the Red Cross and t he Quakers, could work within the limits set by their 

own constitutions. The voluntary organizations could not work ？.s instru-

ments of the United Nations. They would, however, take charge of the 

distribution of the supplies provided by the United Nations. These arrsnge-

ments would come into force as soon as an agreement was reached on the 

overall plan. The voluntary organizations would wish to co-opeaate fully 

with the Director for Palestine Refugee Relief, but this collaboration 

would bo strictly limited to the executive sphere. Their ovm representatives 

in the field and not the Director for Palestine Refugee Relief would have • 

full authority over their own personnel. Unless it were possible to 

establish collaboration of this nature between the Secretary—General and 

the voluntary organizations, dangerous delays would r e s u l t à n œ the 

Secretariat itself would require considerably more time to build up a 

similar system. 

The Secretary-General's representative also stated that the operating 

voluntary agencies would be responsible for all physical movements of 

refugees into camps. They would provide the appropriate personnel and 

would take the necessary steps f。r the petting wp of oamps. The v-bmtP.ry 

organizations would do the executive work in accordance with the general 

directives of the United Nations which would be responsible for co-ordination. 

The Director for Palestine Refugee Relief could coma p.nd go between his 

mission headquarters and United Nations headquarters as might be required 

t? fulfil his responsibilities to-the Secretaiy-Gea^rai. ïht Lircct^r of 

Relief would have his own staff which would include liaison officers. He 

would perform his duties at headquarters rather than in the field. No 

control service would be necessary at the ports or for distribution, because 

the shipping companies could exercise these functions. 

.The supplies would be handed over on delivery to the distributing 

servicesTflhlch, in turn, would be responsible for storage, transport and 

distribi.
:

iaon. 

On another point the representative of the Secretary-General stated 

that in the otter's memorandum only the names of the ilntemetional 

Committee of the Red Cross" and the "League of Red Cross Societies" had 



been mentioned among the voluntary agencies, because they were the only 

ones that had been specifically recognized by the General Assembly in the 

resolution 55(1) of 19 November 1946. The Secretary-General was happy to 

make this statement because the impartiality guaranteed by the Red Cross 

had thus been recognized and would strengthen his position in all questions 

relating to equitable distribttion. The mention of other voluntary 

organizations might cause unpleasantness since they could not all be 

mentioned by name, and it was extremely important to maintain the good 

relations existing between the United Nations and these organizations. 

Moreover, recourse to such organizations might cause a certain amount of 

disorganization since several among them lacked the necessary funds or 

competent personnel. The Secretary-General would keep in mind to the 

extent possible the special position of the International Union for Child 

Welfare, 

The Secretary-General丨s representative also pointed out that the Red 

Cross had not yet taken a final decision regarding Palestine refugee 

relief and that it could only do so when it knew the General Assembly's 

final decision. 

The Quakers' position wastheœune. In general terms, these organi-

zations wished an assurance that funds and supplies would be placed at 

their disposal for an adequate period before taking steps to carry out the 

task to be entrusted to them. 

The Secretary-General's representative thought he could guarantee that 

there would be few administrative difficulties as a veiy small number of 

voluntary organizations would take part. The geographical distribution of 

the work among these organizations would be decided in the course of talks 

between the Director and the organization concerned, and the distribution 

could be made on the basis of clearly demarcated areas. 

In regard to the staff of 25 members, the Secretary-Ge^oral's rep-

resentative stated that the Director of the Relief would probably require 
a d e p u t y

 director, an inspector of operations； two supply officers, one 

officer for liaison with the voluntary organizations, one programe, estab-

^
S h m e n

i
 0

f
f i c e r

, _ 扯counts officer f.5r contractions r.coiv.d and on©-
administrative officer; all t^ese officers would also require secretaries. 

Th© Director of Relief should be in a position to refuse at his, 

discretion any gifts which would be unsuitable for the work in hand, or 

contributions offered in.such conditions that they might jeopardize the. 

principle of equitable distribution. 
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V. TEXT OF THE DRAFT RESOLUTION 

The final text of the draft resolution adopted by the Sub—Committee, 

appears as Annex I to the present report. 

It was drawn up on the basis of document A/C.3/315> which was the 

draft resolution submitted, bj Belgium, the Netherlands, the United King--

dom and the United States of America. 

In addition to changes in the order of the paragraphs, a few 

drafting amendments and translation adjustments, the Sub-Committee 

made amendments of substance. 

The present paragraph 4 (former paragraph 3) includes the follow-

ing additional amendment: 

"and states that to this sám'e end, voluntary contributions of non-

member States would also be accepted. Contributions Ь ünds may be 

made in currencies other than the United States dollar, in so 

far as. the operations of the relief organization can be carried 

out in such curraricies 

The first part of this amendment was proposed by ths delegations, 

of Norway and Venezuela and the second part by the dolegâtions of France 

and New Zealand. After hearing che opinion of tho Secretary-General
1

 s 

representative on the subject, the Sub-Committeo considers that the 

adoption of these amendments would facilitate the financing of Palestine 

refugee relief. 

The present paragraph 7 includes two additional amendments: (a) 

the .International Children's Emergency Fund is added to the list of 

United Nations specialized agencies! and (b) the following text is 

added to tho end of the paragraph: 

"with due recognition given that tho participation of voluntary-

organizations in the relief plan would in no way derogate from 

the principle of impartiality upon which the assistance of these 

organizations is ；being solicited." 

The name of the International Children's Emergency Fund was intro-

duced at tho suggestion of the United Kingdom delegation, and the 

Committee was unanimous on the subject. 

The addition to the end of the paragraph was proposed by the Cuban 

delegation, after hearing the opinion of the Secretary-General's 

representative. 



Paragraphs 9 and 10 were introduced according to.suggestions 1(a) 

and I (e) of the Secretary-General's memorandum (documents A/C.3/SC.2//Í.1 

and A/C. 3 /SC ,2/\4. l/C orr. 1 ). Moreover, paragraph 10 expresses in another 

way ideas similar to those of certain amendments, such as the Peruvian, 

Bolivian and French-New Zealand amendments . The present texts of these 

new paragraphs are as follows; 

9. REQUESTS the Secretary-General to appoint a United Nations 

director for Palestine refugee ïelief, to whom he may delegate such 

responsibility as he may consider appropriate for the overall plan-

ning and implementation of the relief programme; 

10. AGREES TO the convoking, at the discretion of the Se ere tcu'y-

General, of an ad hoc advisory committee of seven members to be 

selected by the President of the General Assembly to -which the 

Secretary-General may submit any matter of principle or policy upon 

which he would like the benefit of the committee's advice‘ 

The text of the draft resolution "which was finally decided upon 

by the Committee was adopted unanimously. 

Nevertheless several delegations, particularly those of the United 

States of America, Cuba, Poland and the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics, stated that, while voting in favour of the text submitted to 

them, they reserved their i〕osition in the Third Committee. The New 

Zealand representative likewise said that he had voted in favour of the 

text but that, if certain delegations re-submitted their amendments in 

the Third Committee, he his delegation's right to re-submit its 

own. 

The Sub-Committee held a total of 19 meetings between 2 and 12 

November 1948. 

Documents A/C.3/SC.2/№,l, A/C.3/SC.2/W. 1/Corr. 1, A/C.3/SC.2/v«.i/Gorr. 

2/Rev.l, and A/C.3/SC.2/13/Rev.1 are annexed to the present report• 

Paris, 12 November 1948 

Dr. Guy Perez CISNEROS, 
Rapporteur. 



ANNEX 工 

Draft resolution approved by the Sub-Committee 
— on 10 November 1948 (Л/С >3/SC >2/13/Rev7ll 

“~and rearranged Ъу its Rapporteur “ 

.WHEREAS the problem of the relief of Palestinian refugees of all 

communities is one of immediate urgency and the United Nations Mediator 

for Palestino in his Progress Report of 18 Septetó>er 1948, Part Three, 

states that "action must be taken to determine the necessary measures 

of relief and to provide for their iinplsmentation
11

 and that "the choice 

is betwGon saving the lives of.many thousands of people now or permitting 

thorn ъо die
11

 ； ‘• 

ШЕЕНЕДЗ the Acting Mediator in his Supplemental Report on 18 

October 1948'， declares that "the situation of the refugee is now 

critical" and that
 11

 aid must not only be continued but very greatly 

increased if disaster is to be avortocl" ] and 

'«"fflEREAS tho alleviation of conditions of starvation and distress 

among the Palestinian refugees is one of the minimiun conditions for 

the success of the efforts of the United Nations to bring peace to that 

land 5 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

1 EXPRESSES its thanks to the Govcrnmants and organizations which, 

and the individual persons who， have given assistance directly or in 

response to the Mediator
1

 s appeal； 

2. CONSIDERS upon the basis of the Acting Mediator's recommendation 
• . • ‘ 

that a sum of approximately 29,500,000 dollars will be required to 

provide relief for 500^000 refugees for a period of nine months from 

1 December 1943 to 31 August 1949; and that an additional amount will 

be required for administrative and operational expenses which shall be 

determined by the General Assembly on the recoiranondations of the Fifth 

Committee ; 

3 AUTHORIZES the Secretary-General to advance immediately a sum of 

up to five million dollars from the Working Capital Fund of the Organiz-

ation ̂  the said sum to be repaid from the voluntary governmental con-

tributions requested under paragraph 4 before the end of the period 

specified in paragraph 2; 

4 URGES all States Members of the United Nations to make as soon as 

possible voluntary contributions in kind or in funds sufficient to 

ensure that the amount of supplies and funds required are obtained and 



states that to this same end voluntary contributions of non-member 

States would also be. accepted. Contributions in funds may be made in 

currencies other than the United States dollar, in so far as the 

operations of the relief organization can be carried out in such 

currencies; 

5 AUTHORIZES the Secretary-General to establish a Special Fund into 

'which contributions shall be paid, which will be administered as a 

separate account； 

6 AUTHORIZES the Secretary-General to expend the funds received'under 

paragraphs 3 and 4 of this resolution; 

7 INSTRUCTS the Secretary-General in consultation with the Advisory-

Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions to establish 

regulations for the administration and supervision of ths Fund; 

8 REQUESTS the Secretary-General to take, all necessary steps to 

extend aid to Palestinian refugees and to establish such administrative 

organizations as may be required for this purpose, requesting the 

assistance of the appropriate agencies of the several Governments, the 

specialized agencies of the United Nations^ tho United Nations Inter-

national Children
1

 s Emergency Fund^ the International Committee of the 

Red Cross, the Leacue of Red Cross Societies and other voluntary 

agencies, iwith due recognition siven that the participation of voluntary 

organizations in the relief plan would in no way derogate from the 

principio of impartiality upon which the assistance of these organiza-

tions is being solicitad； 

9 REQUESTS the Secretary-General to appoint a United Nations 

director for Palestino refugee relief, to whom he may delegate such 

responsibility as he may consider appropriate for the overall planning 

and implementation of the relief programme； 

10 AGREES TO the convoking, at the discretion of the Secretary-General, 

of an ad hoc advisory committee of seven members to be selected by the 

President of the General Assembly to which the Secretary-General may-

submit any matter or principle or policy upon which he would like the 

benefit of the Committee‘s advice, 

11 REQUESTS the Secre-bary-General to continue and to extend the 

implementation of the present relief programme, until the machinery 

provided for by the present resolution is set up; • 

12 URGES the World Health Organization, Food and Agriculture Organiz-

atiorij International Refugee Organization, United Nations International 
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Children's Emergency Fund, and other appropriate organizations and 

agencies, acting within the framework of the relief programme herein 

established, promptly to contribute supplies,- specialized personnel 

and other services permitted by their constituions and their financial 
. • . »、. ’、•... 

resources, to relieve the desperate plight of Palestinian refugees of 

all comrauriities ； 

13 REQUESTS the Secretary-General to report to the General Assembly 

on any adtion he has taken as a result of this* résolution. 



ANNEX II 

Memorandum by the Secretary-General 

Originally submitted as A/Ci3/SC.2/W.l and corrected by 
A/b ；3/SC i 2Aí ,1/Согг .1 and-
А/С .3/SC .2Ai.l/Corr .2/Rev.l 

“ The Secretary-General has the honour to submit the following 

proposals regarding organizational arrangements which might appear 

appropriate.for the speedy and efficient implementation of a United 

Nations Palestine Refugee Programme. 

In order to assist the Working Committee, the Secretary-General 

has included in the proposed plan procedures and organizational 

arrangements which would seem appropriate at all stages of the evolution 

of the plan. 

1 General Assembly 

The General Assembly would: 

(a) Authorize the Secretary-General to appoint a United Nations 

director for Palestine refugee relief who shall be responsible 

for the overall planning and. implemsntation of the relief programme； 

(b) Request Mombor nations to: 

(i) Provide funds for administrative, operational, and 

supply requirements； 

(ii) Donate supplies in kind; 

(c) Invite specialized agencies of the United Nations, members 

of the International Red Cross, and other voluntary relief 

organizations to assist the relief project to the utmost extent 

possible； 

⑷ Authorize the Secretary-General to provide a sum to be deter-

mined to be applied as a first emergency against needs at (b)(i) 

above, and to establish a Special Fund into which suxár гзипг ani 

-further cbntributions from all sources would be paid) 

(&) Agree to the convoking at the discretion of the Secretary-

General of an ad hoc advisory committee of seven members to be 

selected by the President of the General Assembly; 

(f) Provide for the presentation to the General Assembly of a 

special report by the Secretary-General on any action he has taken 

as. a result of a resolution of the General Assembly concerning 

relief to Palestine refugees. 



2 United Nations Director for Palestine Refugee Relief 

The United Nations Director for Palestine Refugee Relief would 

be responsible to the Secretary-General for the proper performance of 

his responsibilities. 

He would： 

(a) Receive on behalf of the Secretary-General cash contributions 

from the United Nations and its Member Governments and would 

apply them to the purposes proposed at 1(b)(1) above;' 

(b) Solicit and accept or reject at his discretion further cash 

contributions from international agencies, voluntary societies, 

and other donors； ,, 

(c) Account for cash, received and disbursements thereof in a 

iorra acceptable to and approved by the Secretary-General； 

(d) Formulate• supply requirements on a relief basis and： 

(i) Accept or reject at his discretion offers and contri-

butions of supplies from donor Governments, international 

.agenciesj voluntary societies and other contributors ; 

(ii) Purchase supplies with the proceeds of cash contributions 

received by him for this purpose (Soq Note 1)； 

(e) Maintain, records of supplies furnished in kind (including 

their cash, value as certified by the donor)； 

(f) Arrange for the shipment of supplies and assign port of 

destination (See Noto 1)； 

(s) Appoint an appropriate operational agency or agencies to 

implement an agreed plan of distribution in the field； in this 

connexion he would seek ths assistance and enter into arrangements 

with one or more of the following: 

(i) Appropriate specdâL ized agencies .of the United Nations ； 

(ii) The International Red Cross (with due regard to its 

special position as provided in General Assembly resolu-

tion 55(1) of 19 November 1946;) 

(iii) Voluntary relief organizations; (See Note 2), 

(h) Approve, under such regulations as the Secretary-General might 

determine, appropriations for operational expenditures.requested 

'by the operational agencies appointed under the provision of 

N o t e H e w o u l d

 not establish a spécial purchasing or shipping office 
but would utilize to the utmost extent compatible with economy and 
efficiency and to the extc-nt to which they aro prepared to assist, the 
purchasing and/or shipping agencies of Member Governments, of the 
United Nations Secretariat) of international agencies (such as ICEF) 
or of other appropriate organs. 
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sub-paragraph (g), and provide for the periodic submission by 

them of suitable audited accounts in respect of monies so 

approved and advanced; 

(i) Plan and co-ordinate at top levels; 

(i) The allocation of available supplies; 

(ii) The activities of the operational agency or agencies； 

(iii) Assistance offered by voluntary organizations； 

(iv) Financial, administrative, and general policy; 

(ô) Refer at the discretion of the Secretary-General for advice 

on matters of policy to the Advisory Committee set up under para-

graph 1(e) above； • 

(к) Provide for the submission in suitable form of periodic 

administrative, operational, and financial reports from the 

operational agencies appointed under s lib-paragraph (g) above, and 

prepare and present such periodic consolidated reports to the 

Secretary-General on the overall operation as may be required by 

him
# 

(1) Select and recruit, through normal Secretariat channels, the 

administrative staff required by him (estimated at twenty-five 

persons including secretarial assistance)； this staff would be 

remunerated out of the Special Fund provided for under paragraph 

1(b)(i) above and would be engaged under terms and conditions 

applicable to the members of the United Nations Secretariat; 

(m) Plan, in со—operation ivith the Secretariat, the public informa-

tion aspects of the United Nations relief operation; the Secretariat 

• - . • ... * •. 

• ‘ ‘ . •.- ... 
would furnish the United Nations Director for Paléstine Refugee 

Relief with a public information liaison officer or officers for 
• , ... ‘ 

this purpose; 

(n) Negotiate requisite legal agreements with Governmonbs and 

voluntary and other agencies as reqiiired, with the assistance of 

the Secretariat. 

3. The operational agency or agencies 

The United Nations Director for Palestine Refugee Relief would 

enter into an agreement with appropriate United Nations and/or voluntary 

Noto 2Ф In practice it woull be organizationally difficult and wasteful 
to operate in the field through too many agoncios• The completa 
responsibility would be dologatcd to one or tvij^ or at the most three 
agencies. Assistance from additional arencies in the form of donations 
of supplies or the loan of expert porscnnal as roquire〔1 would, however, 
be accepted. 
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agencies, acting as autonomous bodies, to undertake responsibility, 

under his overall planning and co-ordination, for the conduct of 

râlief distribution in the field. Such agreement would provide for: 

(a) The operation of a plan agreed between the United Nations 

director for Palestine Refugee Relief and the participating 

agency or agencies ; 

(b) Co-ordination at top levels with the United Nations Director 

ior Palestine Refugee Relief and their participation in consulta-

tions regarding allocations； 

(c) Taking delivery of supplies at ports of arrival and. assuming 

responsibility for warehousing, transporting, and distributing 

such supplies； 

(d) Negotiation of agreements by them as affecting local supply 

distribution vdth Governments, local authorities, and others con-

cerned, requisite to the proper performance of the agreed relief 

plan； 

(e) Preparation by. thera of such administrative, operational and 

financial reports as would be required by the United Nations 

Director for Palestine Refugee Relief, and the submission by them 

of audited statements of accounts； 

⑴ Establishment and administration by them of such refugee camps 

or centres as would be required under the relief plan; 

(g) Provision by thorn of requisite technical and administrative 

personnel for the proper performance of their responsibilities; 

(h) Reimbursement, on terms to bs agreed upon, to the participating 

agency or agencies of costs involved in the conduct of the operation. 

4. The Secretary-General of the United Nations 

The Secretary-Genoral would： 

(a) Appoint a-Unitsd Nations director for Palestine refugee relief, 

to whom he will delegate such responsibility as he will consider 

appropriate for the overall planning and implementation of the 

relief programme； 

(b) Convoke at his. discretion the ad hoc advisory committee 

(referred to in 1(e) above) to which he may submit any matter of 

principle or policy on which he would like the benefit of their 

a¡ívice ； 

(c) Fvfrnish the United Nations Director for Palestine Refugee 

Relief with his accommodation, transportation and like requirements 

at Lake Success or Geneva； 

(d) Provide such advisory assistance on the administratif 
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financial, legal and public information aspects of the programme 

as the United Nations Director for Palestine Refugee Relief might 

require} 

.(e) Assist in the planning of and agree to the form of accounts to 

be maintained by the Unitsd Nations Director for Palestine Refugee 

Relief, arid submit an audit of such accounts to the General Assembly； 

(f) Assist in the planning of the form for and the control, over the 

budget of the Special Relief Fund to be set up under paragraph 1(d) 

above； 

(g) Reproduce such reports and documents as would be required by the 

United Nations Director for Palestine Refugee Relief; 

(h) Repoït to the General Assembly on action taken. 
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ASSISTANCE TO THE UNITED NATIONS 
IN RELIEF FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES 

The Director-General has the honour to communicate to the 

members of the Executive Board the following letter： 

Dear Doctor Chisholm, 

I am most happy to learn both from Mr, Stanton Griffis, 

Director of United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees, and from 

your representative that close, effective and mutually satisfactory 

working relationships have been established between UNRPR and the 

World Health Organization in the Palestine relief operation. May 工 

express to you n̂ r warm appreciation - an appreciation TNhich will, I 

know, be felt by the General Assembly itself - of the contribution 

that WHO is making to the success of this inportant United Nations 

undertaking* 

Since the first discussions by the General Assembly of a plan 

to provide urgent relief to the Palestine refugees, I have been 

anxious to ensure not only that the fullest advantage should be 

taken of the generous offer of collaboration by the Executive Board 

of WHO but also that the collaboration requested should be in a 

form fully consistent with the provisions of the Constitution of 

ТОЮ and the Agreement between the United Nations and your 

Organization. I therefore note with particular pleasure that in 

addition to the senior members of your staff who are working with 

the operating agencies in the field, Dr. Cottrell is now 

United Nations 
Lake Success 
N.Y. 
15 February 1949 

co-»ordinating the entire Palestine refugee health programme of the 
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International Red Cross committee, the League of Red Cross 

Societies and the American Friends Service Committee, at the 

request of the Director of UNRPR and of these agencies. 

With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Trygve Lie 
Secretary-General 

Dr. Brock Chisholm, 
Director-General, 
World Health Organization, 
Palais des Nations,. 
Geneva, Switzerland, 
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1»i The Director-General herewith presents to the Board the 

report of the WHO Representative to the United Nations? Relief for 

Paléstine Refugees (UNRPR) on present conditions of the Palestine 
1 

Refugees and WHO aid, vftiich was presented to the Regional 

Comraittee for the Eastern Mediterranean Region on 8 Februaiy. 

2. The Regional Committee noted the repQrt and adopted the 
2 

following resolutions 

The Committee 

NOTED the report and statements on Action by 1H0 concerning 

;
Palestine Refugees and took the following action: 

(1) Commends the actions taken by the Director-General 
order to amsliorate the health conditions of the 
Refugees, 

in 

(2) Recognizes the value of the work in health done by all 
the governments concerned, 

(3) Calls upon these governments to continue their aid for 
the health of the Refugees, especially through their 
military authorities, 

⑷ Calls upon them to co-operate fully with the WHO 
representative, with special reference to problems of 
Hygiene and Control of Epidemics, 

(5) Requests those bodies which have operational responsi-
bility to employ local health personnel wherever 
possible, 

(6) Requests the :’:，1 to draw the attention of 
the Secxut^-.j Ignorai of the biiit^d Nations and his 
representative in this matter, the Director of the 
United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees, to the 
urgent necessity for adequate allocations from the 
available fund? for health work. 

1

 RC/EM/12 
2 RC/EM/I3 
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(7) Requests the Director-General to draw the attention of 
the United Nations to the fact that the present measures 
for Palestine refugees are only of an emergency nature, 
and that a permanent solution should be urgently con-
sidered. 

(8) Urges the States Members of this region, at,the conti-
nuation of the present adjourned session of the General 
Assenibly, in April, of this year, to insiat upon the 
necessity of increasing the funds avallóle for health 
purposes among the Palestine refugees. 
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RC/Ebî/l2 

A REPORT ON PRESENT CONDITIONS OF THE PALESTINE 

R Ë F U G E E S А
щ)

 T H E
 щр"А1р ~~ 

X General 

This report is based on personal knowledge of conditions in the 

Lebanon and fairly adequate reports of conditions in Gaza and Eastern 

Palestine, Conditions in TransJordan and Syria, especially the 

latter, are at present only vaguely known to the writer。 From now 

on more information should gradually become available. The operating 

agencies are registering the people and taking a census, in addition 

a WHO special Public Health Consultant and a Malaria Engineer are 

visiting ail areas commencing 4 February 1949, It has been arranged 

with the operating agencies that a weekly return of births, deaths and 

infectious diseases will be rendered to the WHO representative weekly 

as soon as they have medical officers in 'the camps
0 

2 Operational Situation 

The operation in the field is to be carried out by three 

independent and autonomous agenciesj the League of Red Cross Societies, 

in Lebanon, Syria and Transjordan, the Comité international de la 

Croix Rouge in Palestine and Israel, and the American Friends Service 

Committee in the area south of Gaza. Funds will be supplied by UNRPR 

and the agencies have entered into an agreement to distribute UNICEF 

food and other supplements. In о丄dtir to co-ordinate plans for 

dealing with the health situation and bring health services as far as 

possible under unified direction, WHO has appointed, at the request of 

all parties concerned, a representative attached to the staff of the 

Director UNRPR at Beirut, Under his chairmanship a committee consisting 

of the three chief medical officers of the operating agencies, has been 

set up. This committee will deal with matters of general medical 

policy and the distribution of medical supplies„ 

3 Population 

Estimates vary generally from 600^000 to 800,ООО^ extremes of 

350,000 and 900^000, For the present, UNRPR accepts a figure of 

600,000 divided evenly between the three agencies。 After 

registration a number will be known more accurately, 
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It is generally agreed that at least 5饧 of the population consists 

of children up to 15 and pro印ant women, The UNICEF feeding program 

is designed to reach 350,000 persons
a
 It can be estimated that 

450,000 persons are collected in tents, barracks, or huts, i , in 

cairps, and the remainder are scattered in towns and villages
 0 

4• Health and Nutrition
3 

Thanks to the care of neighbouring States Uhe health and 

nutritional condition of tho refugees seems to be rather better 
t h e n

 generally reported,, but varies widely in different areas., In 

a few isolated camps in South Syria and Transbordan-^ ' health 

conditions and nutrition are probably fairly bad but accurate 

information is not yet available
 c
 Smallpox is present in South 

Lebanon where 200 cases have occurred in the last six weeks amongst 

the refugees and the local population
c
 . Smallpox is also present in 

East Palestine^ no definite details are yet known, 50}000 doses of 

vaccine were flown to Eastern Palestine on 3rd February and the Chief 

Medical Officer of the IntGi-uatioaal Red Cross'is at present in that 

area
0
 The death rate amongst the refugees is not at present high 

except perhaps in the isolated areas mentioned above
 s 

Measles is bad in some areas�, especially in Gaza, where 

arrangements are being made to supply- extra sulpha drugs.» The.. 

main illnesses at present appear to be méasles, respiratory irifeotions^ 

skin diseases, dysentery, and smallpox/ and some enteric 

fever » 

5, Social Conditions, 
• • • -П-- -- Г - III—I'l —I |_ I шши _ _ _ 

A social structure is being evolved in the camps, where the people 

are grouped together� first by families and then by villages, usually 

maintaining the village structure of the village from which they have 

f l e d"  I n
 тап

У cases the original mayors' or moukhtars are still in 

charge of their villages. These moukhtars form г. council fi om which a 

small executive committee is drawn, . Schools and religious institutes . 

are being set up in most areas, Doctors and nurses from amongst the 

refugees are at work in the camps but their members are at present 

insufficient； however
г
 a skeleton medical service does exist。 

All the operating agencies are proposing to recruit further Palestine； 
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Arab doctors and.nurses. Medical supplies aré very short but fresh 

supplies are now coming in? Out-of-camp refugees are scattered in 

large towns and peppered over hundreds of small villages. Many of 

these are living in houses with relations,： friends or kindly disposed 

persons. Others are still living in make-shift tents and shacks of 

every description. Many of these will inevitably be out of reach 

of the medical service available. Dispensaries will be set iç, in all 

the canps and main cities/ which they can attend' and it may be 

possible to organize one or two travelling clinics, 

6 Finance• 

A budget has been drawn up to cover the total health service for 

the refugees at a suggested cost of 2,25-2,000 doll.airs of which 

sanitation and preventive medicine services will cost about 

1,100,000 dollars. It is not yet known whether this sum will be 

available,.but if the contributions to the UNRPR fund fall below the 

original estimate of 32,000,000, this amount will have to be reduced 

proportionally. 

TOO has contributed a surn of 50,000 dollars to be spent on 

sanitation and preventive medicine services. This contribution is 

extremely valuable as it is available immediately, whereas the bulk 

of the UNRPR funds will not be available until April, UNICEF, has 

made available immediately 150,000 dollars for. medical supplies and it 

is hoped that a further large sum will be available from UNICEF for 

preventive medicine projects in the near future.' In addition to the 

sum of 50)000 dollars, Ш0 has made available the services of two 

Public Health officers, one of whom is the representative mentioned 

above, and the other is acting as Chief Medical Officer to the 

American Friend丨s Service Committee• The 贿0 Malaria Engineer from 

Greece is personally making a malaria survey of the whole area, 

accompanied by Dr.' Krikorian, lately Deputy Director of Public: Health 

for the Palestine Government, who has been engaged by WHO as a 

temporary Public Health Consultant. Finally WHO has made available 

to UNRPR, the services of a Finance and Administrative officer. 
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7. Type of Service : ... 

(i) Sanitation, Refuse and Sewage Disposal: 

In many areas latrines are non-existent, and the refugees defecate 

round the edge ó£ the camp, often polluting the water supply, and 

building up a vast fly-breeding area. Refuse is discarded anywiiere. 

It is proposed to build deep-trench latrines^ aiming at an initial 

figure of 3 latrines per 100 persons. A Plan for "mass-production" 

has been drawn up.and distributed to the Operating Agencies. Refuse 

will be disposed of in smll-pits which can be dug with refugee labour. 

(ii) Water Supply and disposal: 

Camps have been sited in all cases near water supplies. These 

vary from good.water piped into the camps, to filthy surface pools 

and irrigation channels into #iich, during the present rainy season 

drain large areas covered with faeces. No large or elaborate systems 

can tie set up, but in many instances small expenditure can convert a 

poor supply into a relatively good one. In addition, small power 

driven clarifier-chlorin'ator units can pei-haps be used in tiie worst 

areas. 

To facilitate water disposal in the malaria season it vdll be 

necessary to build ablution shelters, laundry platforms, and 

evaporating pans or soakage pits. It is hoped to utilisé refugee 

labour for these. 

One difficulty is the threat that certain camps in hot areas may 

be partially evacuated in the summer, e.g. in the Jordan valley. 

(iii) Infectious disease control and immunisation; 

(a) Smallpox 

Is probably the most potentially dan^rous epidemic 

disease for the refugees, and is air。ad/ smouldering. 200 

cases have occurred in the Tyre area in six тчеекэ, 50% amongst 

refugees. All refugees are to be re-vaccinated, and 

arrangements have boen made m t h the American University 

to supply a Cox egg-groim type vaccine at very low cost. 
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(b) Enteric fevers: 

Are endemicj and cases are constantly occurring. All refugees 

are to be re-inoculated against B. typhosus and Paratyphosus А, В 

and C. 

.(c) Dysenteries : 

Both amoebic and bacillary dysenteries are endemic
г
 and 

plentiful. In addition to improvements in water supplies and sani-

tation, it is hoped to use DDT etc. residual spraying against flies, 

and stocks of anti-dysentoric drugs have been ordered up to the 

limit of funds available. 

⑷ Typhus, Plague
д
 Cholera, and Relapsing fever? 

It is considered that outbreaks of these are unlikely. 

Immunization is not proposed.“ Médical officers have been advised to 

rely on sanitary measures and DDT. It is hoped to "dust" all 

refugees with DDT again, and this has been commenced in some areas. 

notably in Syria, by the Near East Foundation. 

(e) Diphtherias 

Is not usually very prevalent or severe, but in the first 

instance children up to two years will be immunized and later older 

children, UNICEF has been asked "to procure alum precipitated toxoid. 

(f) Measles, Yfhooping-Gough, Influenza, etc. 

Measles can be an especially deadly disease amongst the 

Palestine people. Passive and active irrmmnization for this group 
‘ ' • л . ‘ 

might be considered in emergency, if funds were available. 

(iv) Malaria Control? 

It is not yet possible to state the number of people in highly malarial 

areas, but there are 15,000 at Tyre, where epidemics occurred as recently as 

1938. In addition, at least 150,000 are camped in various parts of the 

Jordan valley. Except in a few very dry areas, all the refugees may be 

considered to be in «potentially» malarial areas. A survey is at present 

being undertaken by the WHO Malaria Engineer from Greece. 



Provisionally it is proposed to carry out a residual-spray operation 

in all camps and some villages, Tied in with this -will be an anti-fly 

spraying campaign in -which it may be necessary to use other residual 

insecticides more lethal to the fly in some regions. Further details 

virait the report from the Malaria Engineer. 

(V) Sanitary Personnel; 

It will be necessary in all camps to hire and train a number of 

sanitary personnel, placing each team if possible under the control of 

an ex-Government Sanitary Inspectoiro These men will be concerned with 

maintaining the cleanliness of latrines, the prevention of fouling, 

the disposal of refuse, control of ablution centres, etc” and vd.il be 

assisted by volunteer labour allotted daily* 

It is suggested the following team of sanitary workers should 

be provided for each unit of 10
5
000 persons:-

Sanitary Inspector • • … ” … 1 

” Labourers • … … … 1 0 

Anti-malaria ” 5 

TOTAL 16 

Additional men would
3
 of course^ be required for a general anti-maiaria 

campaign, 

(vi) Public Health Laboratories : 

No laboratories will be needed in Syria or Lebanon
e
 These areas 

can, though with difficulty, be served by existing institutions
0 

It is considered necessary to establish small Public Health 

Laboratories in Gaza to serve the South Palestine area, and in Eastern 

Palestine to serve Arab Palestine and TransJordan• It is hoped these 

can be provided by donation but they must be staffed. 

(vii) Hospitals : 

Until a more complete survey of the existing facilities and 

the needs is available^ no definite hospital policy can be set out. 

Mission hospitals are being taken over iwhere possible,, and some tented 

hospitals will have to be established. 

(viii) Public Health Clinics: 

The Agencies have been requested to set up Public Health Clinics 

in all camps as soon as they take control and install doctors. These 
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should include a maternity and infant welfare clinicj a school 

childrents clinic, and a venereal disease clinic, with later a 

tuberculosis clinic, к clinic for treatment of eye-diseases should 

be able to be set up and expert trained orderlies (tamargis) are 

available» These latter have also had a training in maternal and 

child welfare. As it will only be possible, at the very most, to 

employ 1 doctor per 10,000 persons, the aid of these trained laymen 

will be invaluable, 
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With a view to clarifying the principle involved in the co-

ordination of activities of the United Nations, specialized agencies 

and non-governmental organizations for relief to Palestine refugees, 

the Director-General requested that this matter be placed upon 

the agenda of the Preparatory Committee of the Administrative 

Committee on Co-ordination at its seventh session, held in Lake 

Success on 15 February 1949. 

The Preparatory Committee had before it WHO document ВВЗ/26/Rev.l 

and heard a statement by the representative of WHO citing this 

situation as an illustration of the need for co-ordination -which 

mighi occur witrh reference to any specialized agency. The 

representative of the United Nations, in his reply, acknowledged 

that full co-operation in this case had been prejudiced due to the 

circumstances at the Assembly, and added that the subsequent 

arrangements between the United Nations, Ш0, and the non-governmental 

organizations constituted a satisfactory working relation. 

The Administrative Committee on Co-ordination and its Preparatoiy 

Committee were established in order that questions of co-ordination 

might be settled by the persons directly responsible : namely^ 

the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Heads of the 

specialized agencies, or their deputies. The Director-General 

has pleasure in informing the Board that he considers that the 

principle of co-ordination involved in the arrangements for relief 

to Palestine refugees has been satisfactorily settled at the meeting 

reported above. 


